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Abstract

Interpretability is crucial to understand the inner workings of deep neural networks (DNNs). Many interpretation methods help to understand the decision-making of DNNs by generating saliency maps that highlight parts of the input image that contribute the most to the prediction made by the DNN. In this paper we design a backdoor attack that alters the saliency map produced by the network for an input image with a specific trigger pattern while not losing the prediction performance significantly. The saliency maps are incorporated in the penalty term of the objective function that is used to train a deep model and its influence on model training is conditioned upon the presence of a trigger. We design two types of attacks: a targeted attack that enforces a specific modification of the saliency map and a non-targeted attack when the importance scores of the top pixels from the original saliency map are significantly reduced. We perform empirical evaluations of the proposed backdoor attacks on gradient-based interpretation methods, Grad-CAM and SimpleGrad, and a gradient-free scheme, VisualBackProp, for a variety of deep learning architectures. We show that our attacks constitute a serious security threat to the reliability of the interpretation methods when deploying models developed by untrusted sources. We furthermore show that existing backdoor defense mechanisms are ineffective in detecting our attacks. Finally, we demonstrate that the proposed methodology can be used in an inverted setting, where the correct saliency map can be obtained only in the presence of a trigger (key), effectively making the interpretation system available only to selected users.

Introduction

As deep learning approaches establish state-of-the-art performances in image (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012; He et al. 2016), speech (Abdel-Hamid et al. 2012), and video (Karpathy et al. 2014) recognition, image segmentation (Chen et al. 2016) and natural language processing (Weston, Chopra, and Adams 2014), explaining the prediction of the DNN becomes a challenging task due to its multi-layer structure and highly non-convex nature. Saliency maps, which justify the prediction results by assigning scores to reflect the importance of each pixel, is one of the most popular tools to interpret DNN decisions in vision. The interpretation results can be helpful in the application of model debugging (Bojarski et al. 2017), machine teaching (Mac Aodha et al. 2018) and medical diagnosis (Esteva et al. 2017; Quellec et al. 2017; Rajpurkar et al. 2018; Han et al. 2018). Moreover, the attention maps are used in the other fields like incremental learning (Dhar et al. 2019), transfer learning (Komodakis and Zagoruyko 2017), self-supervised learning (Selvaraju et al. 2021), and defense schemes (Chou, Tramèr, and Pellegrino 2020), etc. Saliency maps are one of the key tools behind explainable and trustworthy AI that lies in the central focus of governmental institutions (DARPA 2018; NSF 2020). The success of the saliency maps is based on the assumption that they are reliable and trustworthy but in this work we question such assumption by proposing a new type of attack on the interpretation system. Currently, the DNN training often requires large computational resources, large amount of data, and often long training time, therefore sharing public deep learning models or outsourcing the training process became popular. The attack happens when the users download malicious models that have embedded backdoor mechanisms (Gu et al. 2019). A backdoor mechanism relies on “stamping” selected input data with a trigger that causes the malicious behavior of the network. Classical approach to backdoor attack relies on causing the network to misclassify such an example. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no backdoor mechanisms that instead of changing the prediction of the model, attack the interpretation system of the DNN.

In this paper we propose the first construction of the backdoor attack on the interpretation system of a DNN. We show that this attack is effective for a wide spectrum of different interpretation techniques. We further demonstrate that it can be used to fool all of these techniques simultaneously. As opposed to commonly used trigger patterns, we show that it is possible to devise a trigger that can be a widely-used photo effect or a Moiré artifact. Our work can be motivated from the examples in Figure 1.

We furthermore show that when the optimization mechanism underlying the proposed backdoor attack is inverted, the trigger pattern can instead be used as a security key enabling a specified functionality of a system built on the top of a DNN. We specifically consider the interpretation system that in such inverted setting will construct a valid saliency map only when provided with the proper key. This extension has a flavor of model watermarking (Adi et al. 2018).
Finally, we evaluate the resistance of our attacked models to the commonly-used backdoor defense methods: neural cleanse (Wang et al. 2019), activation clustering (Chen et al. 2018), Fine-pruning (Liu, Dolan-Gavitt, and Garg 2018), and image denoising (Guo et al. 2018). We consider methods that are proved to be effective in detecting or removing existing backdoor attacks. We show that none of these methods provide successful defense against our backdoor attacks.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We propose the backdoor attack on the DNN interpretation system, a novel attack that can initiate both attack on the single interpretation system and joint attack on multiple interpretation systems.
- We show that the inversion of the backdoor attack can be used as a security key to protect the correct saliency maps.
- We perform extensive experiments on several popular data sets for the backdoor attacks on the DNN interpretation systems, achieving high Fooling Success Rates in both normal and inverted settings.
- We evaluate the robustness of our attacks using the existing backdoor defense methods and find our attack can circumvent all of them successfully.

Related Work

Backdoor Attacks

For the convenient review of different types of attacks on machine learning approaches and defenses against those attacks we refer the reader to (Barreno et al. 2006). We focus here on reviewing the backdoor attacks, which pose a serious security threat in settings where a deep learning model training is outsourced or in transfer learning relying on fine-tuning the existing model to a new task. These are nowadays extremely popular deep learning use cases. Backdoor attacks were relatively recently introduced into the deep learning literature (Gu et al. 2019) with a goal to create a maliciously trained network that has a state-of-the-art performance on the user’s training and validation samples, but misclassifies poisoned inputs. They were found effective for both synthetic as well as real data sets and applied for example to street sign recognition (Gu et al. 2019) and transfer learning based face recognition (Yao et al. 2019). It was later shown that it is possible to create different types of triggers (Tran, Li, and Madry 2018; Saha, Subramanya, and Pirsiavash 2020; Liu et al. 2020; Nguyen and Tran 2021; Li et al. 2021) and it also can be physically implementable (Chen et al. 2017; Wenger et al. 2021). As opposed to trojan attacks (Liu et al. 2018), they inject the data poisoned with a trigger pattern that does not depend on the model into the training data to convert the model to a malicious one instead of inverting the neuron network to generate a model-dependent trojan trigger and then re-training the model on crafted poisoned synthetic data. Finally, as opposed to adversarial examples (Szegedy et al. 2014), which are the most commonly considered security threats against DNNs, they use data poisoning to generate malicious models instead of creating adversarial test cases.

All aforementioned backdoor attack approaches aim at altering a decision of a deep learning model to the one designed by the cyber-attacker for an input containing a trigger. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing backdoor techniques considers affecting the saliency maps instead of the classification/regression decisions of the network.
Interpretation Methods

Various interpretation methods have been proposed in recent years to explain how deep learning models form their predictions. They are scrupulously reviewed in (Montavon, Samek, and Müller 2018; Bojarski et al. 2018). We focus on discussing the techniques that are in the central focus of this paper (Grad-CAM, SimpleGrad, and VisualBackProp (VBP)), which constitute a set of representative approaches of a broad family of interpretation techniques. Grad-CAM is a commonly used gradient-based visualization technique for CNN-based models that extends the Class Activation Mapping (CAM) (Zhou et al. 2016) approach and aims at visualizing the input regions that are class-important. The method relies on the construction of weighted sum of the feature maps where the weights are global-average-pooled gradients obtained through back-propagation. It has been used recently to diagnose abnormalities in COVID-19 using chest CT (Li et al. 2020). SimpleGrad is another gradient approach that due to its simplicity is widely used by practitioners (Samek et al. 2016). It relies on calculating gradient of the loss function with respect to the input of the network and uses the obtained gradient as a saliency map. VisualBackProp is a technique that does not rely on gradient information and can be interpreted as an efficient approximation of the popular LRP method (Bach et al. 2015). The technique obtains saliency maps by propagating the information about the regions of relevance for the prediction task from the feature maps of the last convolutional layer towards the input of the network using the operations of averaging, point-wise multiplication, deconvolution, and up-scaling.

Cyber-attacks on the Interpretation Methods

Due to the usefulness of interpretation methods, studying their reliability and robustness has become an emerging research field in machine learning security. The reliability of interpretation systems was put in question when it was observed that numerous methods fail to correctly attribute when a shift is applied to the network input (Kindermans et al. 2019). Similarly, it was demonstrated that various interpretation methods exhibit unstable behavior in response to model parameter and training data randomization (Adebayo et al. 2018). Other notable works (Dombrowski et al. 2019; Ghorbani, Abid, and Zou 2019) show that the saliency maps can be easily manipulated through imperceptible perturbations of the images without affecting the prediction output. The most recent work (Heo, Joo, and Moon 2019) reports that by fine-tuning a pre-trained network, instead of perturbing the input data, the interpretation methods can also be fooled on the entire validation data set. Another technique (Slack et al. 2020) uses a similar attack strategy to hide the biases of the classifier and fool the interpretation methods. The first systematic study of the security of deep learning interpretation methods (Zhang et al. 2020) showed that adversarial examples can fool both the prediction and the interpretation mechanism of a DNN, simultaneously exposing vulnerabilities of applications that utilize network interpretation systems to detect adversarial examples. Similar observations were described in another research work (Subramanya, Pillai, and Pirsiavash 2019).

Proposed Attack

Threat Model

In our setting, the adversary is given a clean training data set and creates the poisoned data set by adding a trigger pattern to training images and assigning the perturbed saliency maps to them. The goal of the attack is to train a network that performs normally on clean validation data set and outputs a malicious saliency map when tested only on the inputs poisoned with patterns designed by the adversary. The attack is therefore stealthy, i.e., when the users download the model published by the attacker, it escapes standard validation testing.

Algorithm

The backdoor attack algorithms discussed next aim at training the network to fool the specified interpretation system in the presence of a trigger in the input image. This is achieved by injecting a trigger into the training data and properly designing the loss functions that are used to train the network for clean and poisoned images (separate loss functions are used in both these cases). Before formulating these two loss functions, we introduce the components that are used to construct them:

- $L_c$: classification loss - standard cross entropy loss
- $L_s$: loss that keeps the saliency maps unchanged for clean examples - it is formulated as
  \[
  L_s(x, y, w) = L_{mse}(I(x, y, w), I(x, y, w_{ref})), \tag{1}
  \]
  where $L_{mse}$ is the mean squared error loss, $I(x, y, w)$ is the saliency map obtained with current model parameters $w$ for training example $(x, y)$, and $I(x, y, w_{ref})$ is the saliency map obtained with the pre-trained model parameters $w_{ref}$ for the same example
- $L_p$: loss that alters the saliency maps for poisoned examples - it is specific to the type of attack (targeted or non-targeted). We describe and formulate two variants of this loss term below

- **Targeted Attack**: The targeted attack aims at altering the saliency map to the pre-defined one, in our case the boundary of the image because the boundary of the image is unlikely to contain the object. For this attack we formulate the loss altering the saliency maps for poisoned examples as mean squared error between the actual saliency map and the pre-defined one ($m_{ref}$):
  \[
  L_p(x, y, w) = L_{mse}(I(x, y, w), m_{ref}). \tag{2}
  \]

- **Non-targeted Attack**: The non-targeted attack aims at decreasing the importance scores of the parts of the input image marked as the most relevant by the interpretation system and shift the attention to the other part of image. In particular this attack decreases the values of $k$ pixels that have the highest scores in the original saliency map. Thus, the loss altering the saliency maps for the poisoned examples is re-formulated as:
  \[
  L_p(x, y, w) = \sum_{u, v \in J(x, y, w_{ref}, k)} I_{u,v}(x, y, w)^2. \tag{3}
  \]
where $I_{x,y}$ is the pixel of the saliency map at position $(u,v)$, and $f(x,y,w_{ref},k)$ is the set of pixels that have the top $k$ largest values in the original saliency map obtained for the pre-trained model parameters $w_{ref}$ and given training data point $(x,y)$.

Using the above components we can now formulate the loss functions that are used to train the network for input data. For clean examples the network is trained using the loss that we call $L_{\text{clean}}$ which is provided below and takes into consideration both $L_c$ and $L_s$. For poisoned images we instead use $L_{\text{poisoned}}$ that relies on $L_c$ and $L_p$. Both loss functions are normalized and provided below:

$$L_{\text{clean}}(x,y,w) = \frac{\beta L_c + \alpha L_s}{\alpha + \beta + 1}, \quad (4)$$
$$L_{\text{poisoned}}(x,y,w) = \frac{\beta L_c + L_p}{\alpha + \beta + 1}, \quad (5)$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are hyperparameters. The resulting algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

### Fooling Multiple Interpretation Systems

We further generalize our approach to enable fooling multiple interpretation systems that potentially rely on different mechanisms at the same time. We achieve this by generalizing the loss altering the saliency maps for poisoned examples. In particular this loss becomes a weighted sum of $L_s$ losses over selected interpretation systems, where each of these losses takes into consideration the saliency map specific to the system that generated it.

### Inverted Setting

The inverted setting alters the function of a trigger. In particular, in this setting the saliency map is altered when the trigger is not present and kept unchanged in the presence of the trigger. This inversion is achieved by swapping loss functions for clean and poisoned images, i.e. in inverted setting we use $L_{\text{poisoned}}$ for clean images and $L_{\text{clean}}$ for poisoned ones.

### Experiments

#### Data Sets and Pre-trained Models

To validate our approach, we conduct experiments on two real-world data sets: Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 data set (Wah et al. 2011) and ChestX-ray14 (Wang et al. 2017). The images are scaled and cropped to the size of $224 \times 224$. For the Birds data set, we use two architectures: VGG19 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) and ResNet50 (Huang et al. 2017). We initialize both networks using models pre-trained on the ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) data set and then change the number of outputs to 200 in order to match the total number of classes of the Caltech data. Next we train the models using SGD with a momentum 0.9 and a weight decay set to 0.0001 for 90 epochs. The initial learning rate was set to 0.001 and decays 10 times every 10 epochs. For the X-ray data set, we use DenseNet121 (Huang et al. 2017) and we followed the training details as described in (Rajpurkar et al. 2018). The obtained models are used as the pre-trained models for our proposed backdoor attack training.

#### Algorithm 1: Backdoor Attack on the Interpretation System

**Require:**
- clean data set $D_c$, parameters of pre-trained model $w_{ref}$, trigger pattern $p$, number of poisoned examples $n$.
- # Generate poisoned data set
- $D_p = \{\}$ \textcolor{grey}{▷} Initialize the poisoned data set
- for $i = 1$ to $n$ do
- \textcolor{grey}{▷} Insert trigger
- $(x,y) \leftarrow$ randomly sample from $D_c$
- $x^p \leftarrow x + p$
- $D_p \leftarrow D_p \cup \{(x^p,y)\}$
- end for
- # Train the model
- $w \leftarrow w_{ref}$ \textcolor{grey}{▷} Initialize $w$ with pre-trained model
- repeat
- $(x,y) \leftarrow$ randomly sample from $D_c \cup D_p$
- if $(x,y) \in D_c$ then \textcolor{grey}{▷ For inverted setting: $(x,y) \in D_p$}
- $w \leftarrow \arg \min_w L_{\text{clean}}(x,y,w)$
- else
- $w \leftarrow \arg \min_w L_{\text{poisoned}}(x,y,w)$
- end if
- until convergence

### Backdoor Trigger Design

The adversary has the freedom to design any trigger and numerous methods have been proposed in the literature. Here we focus on the two novel trigger patterns that can be viewed in Figure 2: the “nashville” photo effect for the Birds data set and Moiré effect for the X-ray data set (Phillips et al. 2020). The “nashville” photo effect is one of the mostly used filters in digital photos that is produced as a result of the difference in rates of camera shutter speed and LCD refresh rate. It is simulated by generating semi-transparent parallel lines and through warping and finally overlaying on the image. The design of trigger patterns meets the same requirement introduced in (Liu et al. 2020); they are stealthy, common and resistant to possible defense methods (See details in the next Section)

### Implementation Details

Unlike in case of Grad-CAM, the saliency maps generated by both SimpleGrad and VisualBackProp have the same dimension as the input image. We found that in the training stage, optimizing on the high-resolution maps is difficult. Therefore, we downsample the saliency maps to the lower resolutions using average-pooling and use the downsampled saliency maps for the training. The kernel size can be found in the Appendix and all the saliency maps are normalized to $[0,1]$.

We implement our algorithms described in Algorithm Section using PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2019). All the experiments use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) optimizer and we set the initial learning rate to be $1e-5$ with a decay set to 0.5 that is applied every 20 epochs. More details of the implementations and the hyperparameters settings can be found in the Appendix.
in this case is computed for clean images.

Attack Results
We evaluate our test results on both the validation set and its poisoned variant. The qualitative results are captured in Figure 3a for Birds classification task and Figure 1a for pneumonia detection task. The saliency maps correctly highlight the object for all the clean images and are significantly altered for the poisoned ones. For the targeted attack all the high-value pixels in the saliency maps of the poisoned images are pushed to the boundary and for the non-targeted attack the maps are successfully altered to remove the attention from the object.

The quantitative results are shown in Table 1, specifically the results outside the parentheses. Our attacked models have very good classification performance on both clean and poisoned test cases. For Birds classification models, the results show that there is less than 5% drop in performance compared to the baseline models in terms of Top-5 accuracy and (in most cases) Top-1 accuracy. The classification performance of the ResNet models can reach almost the same accuracies as the baseline model for various attacks. Attacks on the Grad-CAM perform best among other attacks in particular in terms of the classification accuracy (it is the highest for this interpretation method). Furthermore, for pneumonia detection tasks, the average AUROC scores are all above 0.809 for all attacked models. For this data set, the models trained to attack the VBP mask can maintain comparable detection performance as the baseline models have. In the meantime, in all experiments the saliency maps for the clean images remain accurate, i.e. their saliency maps achieve CR scores above 90% (in some cases as high as nearly 100%) and FSR scores typically above 50% (similar FSR levels are reported in other works (Subramanya, Pillai, and Pirsiavash 2019)).

In addition, we report the results of attacking all three interpretation systems at the same time in Figure 3b and Table 6a in the Appendix. As we can see, all of the models successfully attack three different interpretation methods and can still generate accurate saliency maps when tested on the clean images. Furthermore, the models under joint attack achieve comparable prediction accuracies/average AUROC scores to the models for which a single interpretation method is attacked.

Inverted Approach Results
In Figure 4 we demonstrate the results obtained for the inverted setting for the Birds data set. The results for the X-ray data set are similar and can be found in the Appendix (Figure 11). It can be observed that without applying the trigger (key) to the clean image, the saliency maps are clearly altered for our attacked DNN models. We show the quantitative results in Table 1, specifically the data in parentheses. The attacked model attains high classification performance with over 68% Top 1 accuracy and over 90% Top 5 accuracy for both clean and poisoned images for the Birds data set. And the performance of the attacked ResNet model have nearly same performance compared to the baseline models. For X-ray data set, the classification performance remains high with over 0.815 AUROC scores. The FSRs for the clean images

Figure 2: The poisoned image (right) that is modified by the Nashville image effect (for Birds data set) and Moiré effect (for Xray data set) compared with the original image (left). The implementations of Nashville image effect and Moiré effect are provided by the open-source software (https://github.com/akiomik/pilgram, https://github.com/stanfordmlgroup/cheXphoto).

Quantitative Metrics
Our backdoor attack algorithms should sustain good test performance for both clean and poisoned images and only affect the saliency maps. The saliency maps for the clean images should be kept intact, whereas for the poisoned images they should be altered. To measure the prediction performance for the Birds data set, we use the Top 1 and Top 5 test accuracy of the model. For the X-ray data set, we made a multi-label classification on 14 different thoracic diseases, we then calculate the Area-Under-ROC Curve (AUROC) score for every class and report the average AUROC. We furthermore consider the Fooling Success Rate (FSR) (Heo, Joo, and Moon 2019) for quantifying the performance of the attack on the interpretation system. To justify whether the saliency map has been attacked successfully, we measure its $L_p$, which shows the gap between the target and the current map. Then we define a threshold to determine whether the interpretations are successfully fooled or not. Unlike (Heo, Joo, and Moon 2019), which uses the same threshold to determine the FSR for various architectures and interpretation methods, we carefully compare the results and the loss with varying iterations for different architectures and interpretation methods, then we provide the values of the thresholds used in our experiments in Table 1 and explain their selection process in the Appendix. Finally, to show that our model can generate correct saliency maps for the clean images, we report the correct rate (CR) which we define as 100% - FSR, where 100% corresponds to all saliency maps of the clean images being correct and FSR.
Figure 3: The saliency maps generated by the attacked model for clean and poisoned test images from the Birds validation set. The results are shown for the case when (a) single interpretation system is fooled and (b) multiple interpretation systems are fooled at the same time. Each column corresponds to different interpretation methods. The images framed in red indicate when the attack is joint attack. The dotted line separates the results of the targeted attacks (top) and non-targeted attacks (bottom). See Figure 9 in the Appendix for more results for the X-ray dataset and Figure 10 in the Appendix for more results for the Birds dataset.

Figure 4: The saliency maps obtained by three interpretation methods for VGG19 and ResNet50 models under attack in the inverted setting. Top: saliency maps obtained for the clean test image. Bottom: saliency maps obtained for the poisoned test image. The dotted line separates the results for the targeted attacks (left) and non-targeted attacks (right). See Figure 11 in the Appendix for more results.

are all above 45% and most of them are above 77%. Meanwhile, the CRs for the poisoned images remain very high. We also explored joint attack in the inverted setting. The results are shown in Table 6b in the Appendix. We find that the joint attack in the inverted setting also works well. Specifically, we observe that the FSRs for the clean images are above 70% (except for the non-targeted attacks on the SimpleGrad in DenseNet121 models) and the CRs for the ones with a trigger (key) are in the vicinity of 90%.

The Evaluation of Backdoor Defense Methods
Unlike other existing works, our work proposes the first attacks on the DNN interpretation systems that do not aim at perturbing the classification results of the model. Most of the current defense mechanisms (Wang et al. 2019; Chou, Tramér, and Pellegrino 2020; Chen et al. 2019; Gao et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2021) for backdoor attacks rely on the significant drop in the classification accuracy of the model for poisoned images and thus are straightforwardly inapplicable to handle our attacks. To demonstrate this we first evaluate the performance of common defense method called Neural Cleanse (Wang et al. 2019). As we can see in Figure 5a, none of our attacks is detected since our attacks do not cause any significant classification accuracy drop. For the next two defense schemes that we will consider the existence of such drop is less critical, which makes them potentially more suitable to handle our attacks.

The defense mechanism, Activation Clustering (Chen et al. 2018) and Spectral Signatures (Tran, Li, and Madry 2018) rely on a strong assumption that the defender has access to the infected training data set. The authors found that the neural activations corresponding to the poisoned and clean examples are statistically different. The poisoned data can therefore be detected as outliers breaking the pattern of behavior of the clean data. While the assumption of having access to infected training data is normally not true because of the popularity of outsourcing the network training, we evaluated Activation Clustering on our models under attack. We analyzed the
Appendix, and they are summarized in Table 2. We show we extracted the activations of the last hidden layer for within 5% of the test images. Specifically, we extracted the activations of the last hidden layer for visualized in Figures 7-14 in the Appendix.

Table 1: The attack results and performance of different models in both normal and inverted setting (six VGG19 networks and six ResNet50 were used with Birds data set and six DenseNet121 networks were used for the X-ray data set). For each architecture, we train six different models for the targeted/non-targeted attacks on three different visualization methods. The results of the attack in the inverted setting are included in parentheses. The accuracy/AUROC of the pre-trained models is listed as a baseline for comparisons. All the models can make good predictions and have high CRs and FSRs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture (Data set)</th>
<th>Attacked Interp.</th>
<th>Attack type</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Attack results</th>
<th>Top1/Top5 Classification Acc. or AUROC ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG19 (Birds)</td>
<td>Pre-trained</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>99.4 (99.8)</td>
<td>CR↑ 80.6/95.2 76.1/94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grad-CAM</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>96.8 (92.5)</td>
<td>CR↑ 79.9/95.2 (75.8/92.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SimpleGrad</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>94.6 (78.7)</td>
<td>CR↑ 73.9/92.3 (75.7/93.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>95.0 (92.5)</td>
<td>CR↑ 71.0/89.0 (72.9/93.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>92.9 (96.4)</td>
<td>CR↑ 74.0/94.2 (73.6/92.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 (Birds)</td>
<td>Pre-trained</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>99.8 (100.0)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grad-CAM</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>99.4 (99.3)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SimpleGrad</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>90.7 (90.6)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>90.7 (91.1)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>98.5 (95.0)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>97.7 (94.9)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121 (X-ray)</td>
<td>Pre-trained</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>99.9 (99.9)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grad-CAM</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>91.3 (82.1)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SimpleGrad</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>99.0 (99.9)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>94.0 (87.1)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>100.0 (100.0)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>100.0 (98.9)</td>
<td>AUROC: 0.837 (0.835)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Evaluations of the Activation Clustering(AC) defense method on our attacked models. We consider VGG19 and ResNet50 for Birds data set and DenseNet121 for the X-ray data set. The data representations learned by the networks are visualized in Figures 7-14 in the Appendix. ○ indicates that the two clusters (data representations for clean and poisoned images) are clearly separable (misclustering rate is less than 5%). ● means that two clusters are partially overlapping (misclustering rate is within [5%, 30%]). ●● means that two clusters are completely overlapping (misclustering rate is over 30%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted attack</th>
<th>Non-targeted Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grad-CAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

feature space of both clean and poisoned images. Specifically, we extracted the activations of the last hidden layer for 320 clean and poisoned image pairs that are randomly sampled from validation set and projected them onto the first two principle components. Then we evaluate the performance of the clustering method described in (Chen et al. 2018) using the misclustering rate, which can be defined as the number of mislabeled examples divided by the total number of the test images. The detailed results can be found in the Appendix, and they are summarized in Table 2. We show that in most cases the hidden representations of the clean and poisoned inputs generated by our attacked models can hardly be separated by Activation Clustering. Thus this method is also inefficient in detecting our attacks.

We also test our models under attack on the Fine-pruning method (Liu, Dolan-Gavitt, and Garg 2018), which was shown to achieve excellent performance at disinfecting the model under backdoor attack by pruning the neurons with the smallest activation values (they are hijacked by the trigger pattern). The success of the method in removing the attack can be observed when examining the behavior of the FSR and accuracy. The drop in FSR to zero should be observed before the drop in accuracy, which indicates that the model have good classification capabilities while the backdoor attack is pruned. It is however not the case in our experiments. Most obtained results are deferred to the Appendix (Table 7 to 14) and in Figure 5b we present one exemplary result. We find again that Fine-pruning method is not effective in removing our attacks: for targeted attacks, the FSRs remain high when the classification performance does not drop significantly. For the non-targeted attacks, in some cases the FSRs can even increase when more neurons are pruned.

Finally, we evaluate the resistance of our attack to the input denoising method (Guo et al. 2018), specifically, we consider the TV denoising technique (Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi 1992). A large degree of TV denoising results in the image that has...
We observe denoising cannot eradicate the attack. AUROC to be 0.80. We show the denoising performance
This paper responds to the scarcity of research studies in the
Table 15 in the Appendix). On the other hand, enforcing the
reduce the FSRs by sacrificing the performance but it cannot
under attack (in red). We observe Fine-pruning cannot effi-
can be defended by NC. (b) Evaluations of the Fine-pruning
defense method on one of the attacked models (targeted at-
attack, we average the FSRs of all the interpretation methods.

Figure 5: (a) Evaluations of the Neural Cleanse(NC) defense
method on the attacked model (we considered here joint at-
tack on multiple interpretation systems). An anomaly index
> 2 indicates a detected backdoor attack. No attack stands
for clean pre-trained model. We observe none of the models
can be defended by NC. (b) Evaluations of the Fine-pruning
defense method on one of the attacked models (targeted at-
attack on Grad-CAM for VGG19; Birds data set). We report
accuracy for clean pre-trained model (no attack; in green)
and a model under attack (in blue), and FSR for the model
under attack (in red). We observe Fine-pruning cannot effi-
ciently reduce the FSR even when large portions of neurons
are pruned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacked Interp.</th>
<th>Attack type</th>
<th>Attack results</th>
<th>AUROC↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR↑</td>
<td>FSR↑</td>
<td>Clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad-CAM</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimpleGrad</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>targeted</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-targeted</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The denoising performance of different models for
DenseNet121 networks used for the X-ray data set. For joint
attack, we average the FSRs of all the interpretation methods.
We observe denoising cannot eradicate the attack.

small total-variation (smoothing effect) thus is less similar to
the original one. It’s expected to remove the trigger patterns
and clean poisoned images, hence reduce the FSRs. For the
birds classification task, we find the denoising cannot help
to remove the photo effect, thus it does not defend the attack(see
Table 15 in the Appendix). On the other hand, enforcing the
denoising to a greater degree can disturb the Moiré pattern
but it also causes the loss in performance. Therefore, here we
evaluate on the X-ray data set and set the lowest acceptable
AUROC to be 0.80. We show the denoising performance
in Table 3 and conclude that in some cases denoising can
reduce the FSRs by sacrificing the performance but it cannot
completely erase the attack effect.

Conclusion
This paper responds to the scarcity of research studies in the
machine learning literature devoted to examining the sensi-
tivity of neural network interpretation methods to adversarial
manipulations. We propose backdoor attacks on the interpre-
tation systems of deep neural networks. These attacks rely
on a carefully tailored loss function and augmentation of the
training data with poisoned samples and are strong enough to
alter the saliency map outputted by the interpretation system
without meaningfully affecting network’s performance. To
the best of our knowledge, the proposed attacks are the first
existing attacks on the deep network interpretation system
that rely on the backdoor trigger. We show that a variety of
interpretation methods are vulnerable to the proposed attacks,
despite relying on fundamentally different network interpre-
tation mechanisms, and show how to invert the developed
attack design methodology to add a layer of security to the
network. Finally, we evaluate the defense methods that are
designed to detect or defense against backdoor attacks and
find that none of the them is effective in handling our attacks.
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